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The Next 700 Smart
Contract Languages
Smart contracts is a category of special-purpose programs that implement computations, whose executions are replicated by means of a distributed consensus protocol.
The parties participating in the consensus protocol can, thus, define custom logic for
transactions by deploying smart contracts that implement arbitrary applications to
be executed in a decentralised way. Smart contracts have proven to be the most useful in the finance domain and have been extensively used for implementing various
forms of digital accounting, voting, and schemas for distribution of rewards.
Smart contracts have attracted a lot of interest from the research community,
due to their correctness-critical nature, and also because of a number of costly accidents that involved deployed faulty contract implementations. In the retrospect,
many of those issues could have been avoided with a more careful choice of linguistic abstractions, that is, with a programming language design tailored for the domain.
In this chapter, we provide a high-level overview of the design choices in programming languages for smart contracts that are dictated by their essential aspects:
(i) atomicity, (ii) communication, (iii) management of digital assets, and (iv) resource
accounting. We argue that finding a balancing act for expressing those concepts poses
a fundamental challenge in the programming language design for blockchain-based
decentralised applications.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Smart contracts are a mechanism for expressing replicated computations powered
by a decentralised consensus protocol [85]. They are most commonly used to define custom logic for transactions operating over a blockchain, i.e., a decentralised
Byzantine-fault-tolerant distributed ledger [14, 73]. In addition to typical state of
computations, a blockchain stores a mapping from accounts (public keys or addresses) to quantities of tokens owned by said accounts. Execution of an arbitrary
program (aka a smart contract) is done by miners, who run the computations and
maintain the distributed ledger in exchange for a combination of gas (transaction fees
based on the execution length, denominated in the intrinsic tokens and paid by the
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account calling the smart contract) and block rewards (inflationary issuance of fresh
tokens by the underlying protocol). One distinguishing property of smart contracts,
not found in standard computational settings is the management of token transfers
between accounts. While simple forms of smart contracts were already available for
regulating exchange of virtual coins in earlier cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [66],
smart contracts owe their wide adoption to the Ethereum framework [19, 94]. Since
their first public implementations in mid-2010s, protocols supporting smart contract deployment have found many applications in digital finance, accounting, voting,
gaming and many other areas that naturally require decentralisation.
One of the challenging design aspects of smart contracts is the fact that the
outcomes their executions is determined by their interactions with a decentralised
adversarial environment. That is, once deployed, smart contracts might exchange
data with other contracts, possibly designed to exploit vulnerabilities in their logic,
with the aim to provoke an unforeseen token transfer or execute a denial-of-service
attack [58]. Such vulnerabilities are typically caused by rather subtle contract behaviour that diverges from the “intuitive understanding” of the language in the minds
of the contract developers. Some of the most prominent attacks on smart contracts
deployed on Ethereum blockchain, e.g., the attack on the DAO1 [30] and Parity wallet [8] contracts, have been exploited some undocumented or poorly understood behaviour of certain language features. These and many others reported attacks on the
Ethereum-deployed contracts [13, 51, 55, 56, 67, 76] have made execution safety and
formal correctness guarantees to be the primary concerns for smart contract-based
programming.
The fact that third-party smart contracts cannot be trusted has another important implication on the design of the implementation language semantics. The
decentralised nature of contract execution means that the majority of the involved
miners will have to agree on the outcome of a transaction involving a contract’s invocation. Therefore, by providing the runtime support for contract executions, the
miners become open to a wide class of denial-of-service attacks. Such attacks may
be effectively implemented by contracts that never terminate under certain conditions or use an extensive amount of memory. As a remedy to this challenge, in
Ethereum’s pioneering approach to smart contracts every transaction costs a certain
amount of gas [19, 94], a monetary value Ethereum’s currency, paid by a transactionproposing party. Computations (performed by invoking smart contracts) that require
more computational or storage resources, cost more gas than those that require fewer
resources. Gas cost is deduced dynamically: each execution step is being charged
from the gas supply paid for; if a transaction “runs out of gas” in the midst of its execution, it is interrupted, with all the corresponding changes discarded. Therefore, an
1 Decentralised
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adequate model for principled gas accounting is crucial for the definition of a smart
contract language semantics and reasoning about the safety and the dynamic costs of
its executions. As the recent research shows, miscalculated gas costs, both at the level
of the language and of the individual contracts are quite common [5, 22, 38, 61, 70],
and they might lead to even more severe vulnerabilities to exploit.
At the beginning of the smart contract adoption, it was hard to predict what
kinds of applications the clients will most likely be willing to develop and deploy. While the encodings of financial routines form the majority of smart contracts
to date, Ethereum’s design provided a very expressive run-time environment for
smart contracts—the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [94]. EVM offered a Turingcomplete low-level language, whose features, amongst others, included arbitrary interaction between contracts (with any contract’s code accessible to any other contract), dynamic contract creation, and ability to introspect on the entire state of the
Ethereum blockchain. Such versatility made EVM a very popular platform for developing high-level languages to compile to, which in turn resulted in an explosion
of Ethereum applications ranging from fully decentralised auctions and fundraisers,
crowdfunding to multiplayer games, protocols for verified computations, and even
fraud schemes [31, 62, 63]. The expressivity and a low-level language design are a
double-edged sword. While offering a great flexibility in implementing custom transaction logic, it is frequently at odds with the safety aspect outlined below. For instance, Ethereum contracts, deployed in a low-level language render independent
audit and formal verification of deployed code infeasible in practice. Narrowing the
scope of the minimal necessary functionality that smart contracts need to possess is,
thus, an active ongoing research.
The history of programming language (PL) design and implementation is also a
history of making programs run faster, by exploiting the corresponding problem domains as well as underlying hardware architectures. In this regard, smart contracts are
seemingly no different from other programs, and optimising their runtime will also
benefit the entire protocol. However, the above mentioned safety and expressivity
aspects, optimisations of smart contracts pose a number of unusual challenges for the
language and runtime designers. For instance, it is not clear how the optimisations
will interact with the gas costs defined for a particular execution mode. Furthermore,
the smart contract runtimes to date to the large extent treat the underlying consensus protocols as a black box, without taking any advantage of its architecture, which
might allow for parallel execution of transactions [4, 54, 59]

1.1.1 WHAT WE WILL DISCUSS
The three dimensions of the smart contract language design can, be, thus, summarised by a diagram shown in Figure 1.1. As a reference point, we illustrate
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Figure 1.1: Language Design Trade-off. The dashed line shows EVM’s design choices.

Ethereum’s EVM design choices by a dashed line, emphasising its focus on the expressivity and optimisation-friendliness, but not so much on formal guarantees of
execution safety.
In this chapter we aim to provide tentative answers to the following questions:
1. What are the essential concepts of smart contracts that by all means need to be
represented in the language used to implement them?
2. Which of the well-established PL techniques can be useful for this task and what
are the challenges in adapting them?
3. What are the unsolved problems in smart contract language design that one
should consider tackling in the future?
In the rest of this chapter, we will elaborate on these three dimensions, discussing various components specific to smart contract programming, and outlining
multiple possibility of programming language abstractions targeting greater expressivity, safety, or providing a more suitable ground for program optimisations.

1.1.2 WHAT WE WILL NOT DISCUSS
At the time of this writing, the smart contract programming landscape is growing at a
breakneck speed, with new language proposals emerging nearly every week. To date,
most of those languages are available in a form of a sparsely documented repository,
a position paper, or a blog post [2, 7, 23, 44, 48, 74, 75]. Therefore, we do not aim
to provide a detailed survey of the currently available smart contract programming
technology, but rather focus on the conceptual components that either have been or
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might have been encompassed in some of those proposals (in which case appropriate
examples will be provided).
In the past few years, the efforts on discovery, analysis, modeling, and fixing
specific classes of vulnerabilities in Ethereum smart contracts have turned into an
active research field [9, 10, 15, 16, 21, 38, 39, 40, 51, 55, 56, 58, 61, 67, 87, 89].
While some of those techniques are informative for PL design for smart contracts,
their formulation is, in most of the cases, very specific to the Ethereum platform
and EVM. The survey of those approaches and tools is, thus, beyond the scope of
this chapter as well. The readers interested in contemporary state of the art in those
directions are encouraged to check the corresponding survey papers [11, 79].

1.2

BACKGROUND

To set up the stage for the discussion on smart contract language design, let us
first consider a simple smart contract and understand its behaviour and properties. Figure 1.2 shows one of the most common applications of smart contracts—
a crowdfunding campaign—implemented in Ethereum’s Solidity programming language [34].2 Solidity is a high-level language with the syntax similar to JavaScript,
and it compiles directly to EVM. As of early 2020, this is a de-facto programming
language for smart contracts that has received wide adoption due to the popularity
of Ethereum protocol.
The contract in Figure 1.2 is very similar to a stateful object in a language such as
Java or C#. It features four mutable fields. The field owner of type address defines the
identity of the account that deploys the contract. The fields goal and deadline set the
main parameters of the crowdfunding campaign: the amount of currency it is aimed
to raise and the deadline (i.e., the final block) upon reaching which the donations are
no longer accepted. Finally, the field backers of type mapping (address => uint256)
is a mutable hash-map that stores the amounts donated by different backers identified
by their account addresses.
The constructor Crowdfunding of the contract sets the fields owner, deadline and
goal for the values provide upon the contract deployment. The value of the owner is
retrieved from the field sender of the implicit constructor argument msg that denotes
the message initiating the interaction with the contract (in this case, its deployment)
in the corresponding transaction. Thus, msg.sender refers to the account that has initiated the transaction. Upon the successful execution of the constructor the resulted
state and the code of the contract are replicated amongst the miner nodes.
All the subsequent interactions with the contract by the third parties are done
by means of invoking its functions (methods), of which it has three. The first one,
2 This

contract is adopted from https://programtheblockchain.com/posts/2018/01/19/writing-a-crowdfun
ding-contract-a-la-kickstarter/.
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contract Crowdfunding {
address owner;
uint256 deadline;
uint256 goal;
mapping(address => uint256) backers;
function Crowdfunding(uint256 numberOfDays, uint256 _goal) public {
owner = msg.sender;
deadline = now + (numberOfDays * 1 days);
goal = _goal;
}
function donate() public payable {
require(now < deadline);
// before the fundraising deadline
backers[msg.sender] += msg.value;
}
function claimFunds() public {
require(address(this).balance >= goal); // funding goal met
require(now >= deadline);
// after the withdrawal period
require(msg.sender == owner);
msg.sender.call.value(address(this).balance)();
}
function getRefund() public {
require(address(this).balance < goal); // campaign failed: goal not met
require(now >= deadline);
// in the withdrawal period
uint256 donation = backers[msg.sender];
backers[msg.sender] = 0;
msg.sender.call.value(donation)();
}
}

Figure 1.2: A Crowdfunding contract in Solidity.

donate allows to transfer the donation to the contract. The first line of the method
checks, via the require construct, that the current block (referred to as now) is strictly
smaller than the deadline. If this test fails, the whole transaction is reverted. The
amount of currency transferred to the contract from the party initiating the interaction is implicitly stored in the attribute value of the incoming message. As the
function is marked payable, this amount will be implicitly added to the contract’s
balance—the code does not contain and instructions to do so. For the purpose of
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correct accounting, the method records the donated value attributed to the message
sender to the map backers.
The purpose of the method claimFunds is to allow the owner of the contract to
transfer all the funds from the contract to its own account. The method first performs
a number of checks, ensuring that the collected balance of the contract is larger or
equal than the set goal, and that the deadline has passed, as well as the sender of the
message is indeed the initial owner, the contract performs the transfer of funds to the
sender of the message, i.e., the owner via a somewhat unusual Solidity’s construct
call.value(...)(). The final method getRefund allows the backers to retrieve their
donations, transferring the correct amounts of currencies back to their own accounts,
after the deadline has passed and if the goal has not been reached (those conditions
are checked in the first place). If this is indeed the case, the donation amount is retrieved from the backers map, and then transferred to the backer in the last line of
the method. Altogether the three methods of Crowdfunding contract form its interface, defining all modes of interaction with it. It is important to notice that, by its
nature, all smart contracts are passive, i.e., then do not engage into any interactions
pro-actively. Instead, the code in their methods is executed as a reactions to the messages sent by the external accounts, which might belong to users or other contracts
serving as interaction “proxies”.

1.2.1 THE SUBTLETIES OF THE CROWDFUNDING CONTRACT
While seemingly very simple, the Crowdfunding contract has a number of intricacies,
and misunderstanding of any of those might lead to the deployment of a flawed implementation, which will result in a potential loss of funds.
Consider, for instance, the very first donate method. Its only purpose is to check
that the current block has a number smaller than the set deadline, and, if it is the
case, accept the incoming funds from the backer. The subtle point in this logic is
that the map backers might already store the previous donation, and, hence, the
new donation needs to be added to it. This logic is implemented correctly in line
16 via the += operator. That said, by a very trivial oversight, one could write instead backers[msg.sender] = donation. This logical mistake would not be caught by
the compiler, yet, it would result in the backer losing its previous donation, which
she would not be able to retrieve. How so? Consider the logic of getRefund method.
The donation amount transferred back to the backer is taken from the backers map,
which, given the described above mistake, would only store the latest donation by
the backer! That is, the amount donated previously would be no longer accounted
for and would not be returned to the backer. Quite ironically, the described programming mistake would not prevent the owner from cashing out the funding collected
in the case of a successful campaign. This is due to the fact that the code in line 24
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of Figure 1.2 operates with the contract’s balance rather than the contents of the
backers map, thus depleting the entire balance accumulated by the contract as the
result of it previously accepting donations.
Another possible bug that would render the Crowdfunding contact useless would
be if the programmer forgot to put the instruction backers[msg.sender] = 0 in the
line 32. In this case, the backer would be able to get the refund several times, possibly
until the contract’s balance is depleted.
Swapping lines 32 and 33 would lead to even more interesting behaviour. According to Solidity’s semantics, the execution of the command msg.sender.call.
value(donation)() would transfer not only the funds, but also the control over execution to the account msg.sender, thus allowing it to perform some additional operations, before returning the control to the Crowdfunding contract. Specifically, the account of msg.sender could belong to another contract, which could invoke getRefund
again, thus withdrawing more funds, similarly to the previous scenario in which we
forgot to set the backer’s donation to 0. This behaviour is known as reentrancy vulnerability [41]. It has been a source of the most famous bug in a contract deployed in
Ethereum [30], sparking a line of research targeting to prevent these mistakes in the
future [40, 51, 89].3

1.2.2 REASONING ABOUT CONTRACT PROPERTIES
Smart contracts are safety-critical applications. While existing static analysis tools
help to significantly reduce the risk of deploying a faulty contract [1, 51, 71], when
designed for a language as complex as Solidity/EVM they will inevitably be unsound
(i.e., might miss some bugs). By designing a language that avoids certain mistakes in
programs by construction, one can achieve stronger correctness guarantees.
As demonstrated by the Crowdfunding example, despite their simple logic of
state manipulation, smart contracts are not always easy to get right. Not only the
programmer must keep in mind all the properties relevant to the normal contract
behaviour prior to its deployment, she also needs to be aware of the precise semantics
of certain language constructs in order to avoid the unexpected outcomes. These
complexity is exacerbated by the fact that, once deployed (i.e., replicated via the
blockchain), smart contracts cannot be patched or amended.
One way to ensure that the contract obeys some “common sense” before it is
deployed is state its properties and ensure that the code preserves them. Those properties are commonly phrased as contract invariants, i.e., the assertions that holds at
any point of the contract’s life time. For instance, the following set of formal properties makes for a reasonably complete specification of the Crowdfunding contract:
3 As

the result of this bug, Solidity has been augmented with a number of restrictive primitives for transferring
funds, namely send and transfer, which are preferable in most of the similar scenarios.
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P1 (No leaking funds). The contract’s accounted funds do not decrease unless the
campaign has been funded or the deadline has expired.
P2 (Donation record preservation). The contract preserves cumulative records of
individual donations by backers, unless they interact with it.
P3 (The backer can get refunded). If the campaign fails, the backers can eventually
get their refund for the whole amount they have donated. They can get this
refund exactly once.
The recent works have shown how to formally prove these properties using
machine-assisted tools [25] for a small smart contract language [81, 82]. However
those ironclad correctness guarantees are only available if the entire language’s semantics is well-defined and formalised. This semantics should describe, among other
execution artefacts, contract deployment and interaction with other entities in the
blockchain. As of now, no fully formal semantics of Solidity exists, and this is why
existing verification tools [71] for Ethereum have to rely on the ad-hoc understanding
of the language’s runtime.

1.2.3 CONTRACT EXECUTION MODELS
Even though contracts are to the large extent just stateful replicated objects, the
choice of the language paradigm for implementing them should not be solely based
on this fact. While JavaScript-like syntax and semantics have been chosen for Solidity to simplify its adoption, the same choice makes formal reasoning and efficient
compilation far from straightforward. For instance, it has been observed that most
of the contracts’ functionality in fact falls into the pure functional fragment of data
manipulation, with state manipulation comprising only a small part of the contract
implementations. This informed the design of several contract languages, such as
Michelson [86], Liquidity [68], and Scilla [83].
Another factor determining the choice of programming abstractions is the state
model that is supported by the underlying blockchain consensus protocol. For instance, Ethereum follows an Account/Balance model, wherein all state of the user
and the contracts (including funds attributed to them) is stored in a data baselike fashion, with account addresses serving as unique keys. An alternative model,
adopted by Bitcoin [66] and Cardano [53] blockchains, is based on unspent transaction outputs (UTxO) model [84], wherein transactions form a directed acyclic graphs,
threading the state of individual accounts from the initial until the terminal nodes.
The UTxO model has been shown a better fit for functional programming model [20].
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1.2.4 GAS ACCOUNTING
In the Crowdfunding example from Figure 1.2, all methods of the contract are straightline code, with no loops or recursion. However, those features are frequently necessary for implementing common machinery. For instance, executing an iteration over
a list of backers’ account addresses would allow to reimburse all of them in a single
call instead of calling getRefund for each backer individually.
Unfortunately, statically unbounded iteration, as well as general loops and recursion would be a source of denial-of-service attacks on the entire blockchain protocol, as all miners would have to run the code that potentially cannot terminate.
As of now, the community has reached a consensus that precisely defined execution
cost semantics, aka gas, is an inherent part of any smart contract language that is
planned to be used in an open system, where arbitrary parties can join. That said,
allocating adequate gas costs is far from straightforward and to date this aspect of
contract language design has received little attention from the research community.
In § 1.6, we will discuss some non-obvious challenges when assigning gas costs to
smart contract executions as well as programming language-enabled techniques for
analysing gas usage patterns.

1.2.5 ON THE ROLE OF TYPES
Types in programming languages are going to be a paramount motive of our
overview [72]. Modern type systems provide a compositional syntactic approach for
ensuring strong syntactic guarantees for a variety of execution properties. We will see
how type-based approaches help to ensure stronger atomicity guarantees (§ 1.3), restrict communication patterns (§ 1.4), enforce the correct handling of digital assets
(§ 1.5), and reason about resource consumption (§ 1.6).

1.3

ENFORCING CONTRACT INVARIANTS

The reentrancy vulnerability is the DAO contract [30, 41] is a great example of violating one of the foremost principles in designing software that might interact with
other untrusted components — preservation of invariants [80]. Invariants are logica
assertions that postulate certain relations between the components of the contract.
For instance, the property P2 of the Crowdfunding contract is an invariant that can be
expressed as the following mathematical assertion:
X
now ≥ deadline. ∨
backers(b) = balance
(1.1)
b∈dom(backers)

Invariants are a common way to reason about validity of a state of an evolving
object at any point of its lifetime, and the invariant-based reasoning is customarily
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Figure 1.3: Invariant-preserving interactions with an atomic object (top). Invariantviolating re-entrant behaviour in the DAO contract (bottom).

used to argue for the correctness of mutable concurrent data structures [43]. In such
objects, each modification in the object’s state by a single process should be performed atomically, i.e., it cannot be interrupted by other processes in the midst of
its execution. A concurrent object’s methods are implemented in such a way that they
may only violate the object’s invariants during their execution, but must restore it at
the end of the call. Consider Figure 1.3. Its top part shows an interaction between
a concurrent object c and its environment. Whenever the method c.atomicMethod()
is executed, it assumes a certain invariant, and, upon termination, it restores it. This
way, next time the same method is called, it may still rely on the invariant being preserved. Taking another look at the Crowdfunding contract in Figure 1.2, we can see
that the invariant (1.1) indeed holds after the contract is initialised by its constructor,
and all methods preserve it. One way to look at the contract, thus, is as to a valid
concurrent object, which maintains its own state invariants.
This principle is, however, violated by the DAO contract, whose reentrant execution is schematically shown in the bottom of Figure 1.3. In the middle of the call to withdrawRewardFor() method, a method of another contract is
called via _recipient.call.value(...), and, upon returning the execution back to
withdrawRewardFor() the invariant is not restored. This lack of atomicity made it possible for the adversaries to exploit the “dirty” state of the contract and deplete it of
its funds by calling the withdrawRewardFor() method again, in a re-entrant way [80].
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Issues of this nature could be avoided should the language design would be
more restrictive than what’s allowed in Solidity. For instance, in Scilla language for
smart contracts [83] any non-atomic interactions between contracts are forbidden by
design. That is, the only way for a contract to call another contract is to first finish its
own execution and only then pass the control to the others. While this design does
not guarantee that the invariants will be preserved (as those tend to be complex and
depend on the domain), it eliminates the DAO-like reentrancy scenario whatsoever.
The downside of by-construction atomicity. The language-enforced atomicity
comes with a cost, as it requires the developer to design a contract in a way that
makes all its modifications self-contained and not depending on the intermediate interaction with other contracts. This shortcoming does not exclude the possibility to
implement most of the typical contract applications, but makes some of them quite
cumbersome. A particular class of such applications are oracles—services that provide off-chain data to the contracts by means of invoking callback methods [80].
Furthermore, the need to make contracts self-contained prevents an efficient code
reuse across multiple applications deployed on a blockchain.
Code reuse with pure functions. While state-manipulating code of external contracts cannot be called when one’s goal is to enforce atomicity, this restriction can
be lifted for pure functions. The results of pure computations do not involve mutable
state and are obtained as mathematical functions of their inputs. This makes them
safe to use in an atomic environment, as their outcomes will not be affected by the
effects of other contracts’ executions. This insight has been implemented by a number of contemporary smart contract languages [49, 69, 83], which have chosen the
design heavily inspired by general-purpose functional programming languages, such
as Standard ML and Haskell, in which the pure and state-manipulating computations
can be distinguished syntactically or by means of an expressive type system.
Type systems for invariant preservation. Sometimes the contract invariants can
be so generic that they might be captured in a form of types. For instance, the postdeadline configuration of the Crowdfunding contract can be described as a form of
typestate [6]—an approach allowing to include state information in types of the variables that can be modified (or not) while the object is in this state. For instance, one
can define a typestate PostDeadline, which is the only one, in which it is allowed for
the contract o send money to the third parties. Typestate-based approach has been
implemented in languages Flint [77, 78] and Obsidian [24] to provide stronger guarantees for contracts implemented in the Solidity style object-based model.

1.4. STRUCTURING COMMUNICATION
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Figure 1.4: An interaction between accounts and contracts within a transaction (top),
and its sequentialisation when executed by the protocol (bottom).

1.4

STRUCTURING COMMUNICATION

The need to enforce atomicity of contracts also hints a solution for arranging interactions between them.
Solidity has leaned to the object-based model, familiar to seasonal Java and
C# developers, in which all contract interactions are simply method calls. As we’ve
seen above, this model makes it non-trivial to enforce by-construction atomicity and
requires additional mental efforts to structure the contract in a way that it would
always preserve its invariants.
A more suitable approach for this purpose is to implement interaction protocols
between contracts as communication via passing messages. The message-passing
paradigm for building application of multiple interacting entities is well-studied both
from the theoretical and practical perspectives. The most notable theoretical frameworks that describe message-passing programs are π-calculus [64], actors [3] and Input/Output Automata [60]. Practical implementation of those concepts can be found
in general-purpose programming languages, such as Erlang [12] and Scala [42]. The
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idea of implementing smart contracts as communicating state-transition systems has
been first explored in Scilla [81] language developed for Zilliqa blockchain [95]. A
contract in Scilla is a definition of mutable and immutable state components (with
the former define upon deployment), as well as number of “transition”, each serving
as a handler reacting to a certain kind of messages. Transitions are atomic, and may
result in sending more messages to other contracts, which will be processed later.
A transition invocation may trigger a chain of contract calls as shown in Figure 1.4 (top). In case of a multi-contract transaction (i.e., when a contract interacts with other contracts), the emitted messages are sequentialised by following a
breadth-first traversal of the transaction communication graph (figure bottom). The
messages are then executed in sequence.4 The combined output of the set of messages resulting from a transaction is committed to the blockchain atomically, in the
sense that nothing is committed unless all messages succeed. If one message completes and the next one runs out of gas, the entire transaction is rolled back.
Type systems for message-passing. The idea of implementing contract interactions via explicit message passing and atomic transitions have been implemented in
other languages for smart contracts: Rholang [74] and Nomos [28]. Both languages
feature an expressive type system that statically enforces certain user-provided interactions between contracts. For instance, Nomos’ type system, inspired my resourceaware binary session types [29] ensures that communication between two contracts
spanning multiple messages and transitions will follow a particular protocol while
also consuming a specified fixed amount of computational resources (cf. § 1.6.1).

1.5

IT’S ALL ABOUT MONEY

After all, the main purpose of smart contracts to date is to manage digital assets.
Solidity’s take on considering money as simply an unsigned integer datatype is prone
to make programmers commit errors that would lead to loss of significant amounts of
funds. A significant amount of research effort has been dedicated to remedying this
design choice with a help of tools for automated analyses for Ethereum contracts.
Such tools can check that, for instance, a contract does not transfer its own funds
to any third party unconditionally (so-called prodigal scenario) [67]. In this section
we survey the programming language techniques that allow to ensure the correct
handling of digital money by a contract.
Cash-flow analysis. The Scilla smart contract language has introduced a static
analysis whose purpose is to ensure that the value representing money are never
mixed with other values in an inconsistent way [50]. Specifically, the cash-flow anal4 Breadth-first

was chosen over depth-first as it provides better fairness guarantees for message processing.
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ysis attempts to determine which parts of the contract’s state (i.e., its fields) represent an amount of money, in order to ensure that money is being accounted for in
a consistent way. To do so the analysis employs standard techniques of abstract interpretation [26], so each field, parameter, local variable, and subexpression in the
contract is given a tag indicating if and how it is used wrt. representing money.
Running the analysis on the Crowdfunding contract (Figure 1.2) results in the
fields goal and backers of the contract being tagged as money-containing. The goal
field represents the amount of money the owner of the contract is trying to raise,
rather than an amount of money owned by the contract. However, the field is still
tagged as “money”, since its value is regularly compared to the value of balance. As
the backers field is a map, the analysis determines that its values represent money.
In the case if money-related fields are handled inconsistently (e.g., the value of
goal is added to deadline), the analysis will report an error. This treatment of assetrelated fields via the static analysis is similar to the idea of inferring units of measure
as an auxiliary information for types in a program [52].
Type systems for managing digital assets. Static safety of asset management is
an excellent application for type-based techniques. A particularly prominent idea is
to use linear types [37, 91]—a form of a type system that ensures that values that a
program operates with are always “consumed” exactly once. Linear types have been
previously used to control resource usage in functional programs [90]. As such, linear types are also a good fit to describe the data type of assets. This way, the crucial
property of “no double spending” of digital assets will be enforced by the type discipline, as a double spending would be similar to “double usage”, which is precisely
what linear types prevent from happening.
Linear types were first used in the Typecoin system [27] to ensure the absence
of double spends Bitcoin scripts [17]. A similar idea has been used in the Nomos language [28], in which linear types were integrated with session types, and were used to
define the consistent money transfer as a part of statically-enforced communication
protocols. Both Flint [77] and Obsidian [24] languages define a form of Asset type
whose values obey the linearity property. Flint’s notion of assets as prevents the values of that type from being duplicated or destroyed accidentally. This choice leads
to certain limitations of how assets are handles in Flint: for example they cannot be
returned from functions. Obsidian addresses these issues by instrumenting its types
with access permissions, controlling the ways certain values are used. This way, it
permits any non-primitive type to be an asset and treated as a first-class value.
Move [18] is a statically typed stack-based bytecode language with a syntactic layer providing an intermediate representation which is sufficiently high-level
to write human-readable code, yet directly translates to Move bytecode. The key
feature of Move’s type system is the ability to define custom resource types with
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semantics inspired by linear logic [37]: a resource can never be copied or implicitly discarded, only moved between program storage locations. Move’s programming
model assumes having a global mapping of addresses representing the blockchain
entities to assets (resources). Therefore, anyone, can change their account by publishing new resources representing “currencies” of different kinds. Linearity of resources ensures that users cannot lose or duplicate their assets when transforming
them from one kind to another. Compared to Move, Scilla does not have a notion
of a global mutable mapping from addresses to assets. This implies that contract authors commonly have to maintain their own local mappings of addresses to assets
tailored to the purpose of the contract at hand. Handling those local mappings can
often be simplified by using a generic escrow-like contract published alongside with
the specific contract the programmer wants to deploy [88].

1.6

EXECUTION COSTS AND GAS ACCOUNTING

The rationale behind the resource-aware smart contract semantics, instrumented
with gas consumption, is three-fold. First, paying for gas at the moment of proposing the transaction does not allow the emitter to waste other parties’ computational
power by requiring them to perform a lot of worthless intensive work. Second, gas
fees disincentivise users to consume too much of replicated storage, which is a valuable resource in a blockchain-based consensus system. Finally, such a semantics puts
a cap on the number of computations that a transaction can execute, hence prevents
denial-of-service attacks based on non-terminating executions (which could otherwise, e.g., make all miners loop forever).
The specification of EVM provides a detailed specification of gas cost allocations for all its primitive commands [94], with a lot of focus on costs for interacting
with the storage. For instance, EVM’s memory model defines three areas where it can
store items: the storage is where all contract state variables reside, every contract has
its own storage and it is persistent between external function calls (transactions) and
quite expensive to use; the memory is used to hold temporary values, and it is erased
between transactions and is cheaper to use; the stack is used to carry out operations
and it is free to use, but can only hold a limited amount of values.
The gas-aware operational semantics of EVM has introduced novel challenges
wrt. sound static reasoning about resource consumption, correctness, and security
of replicated computations:
1. It is discouraged in the Ethereum safety recommendations that the gas consumption of smart contracts depends on the size of the data it stores (i.e., the
contract state), as well as on the size of its functions inputs, or of the current state
of the blockchain [35]. However, according to the recent study, almost 10% of
the functions of Ethereum contracts feature such a dependency [5]. The inabil-
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ity to estimate those dependencies, and the lack of analysis tools, leads to design
mistakes, which make a contract unsafe to run or prone to exploits. For instance,
a contract whose state size exceeds a certain limit, can be made forever stuck,
not being able to perform any operation within a reasonable gas bound. Those
vulnerabilities have been recognized before, but only discovered by means of
unsound, pattern-based analysis [38].
2. While the EVM specification provides the precise gas consumption of the lowlevel operations, most of the smart contracts are written in high-level languages,
such as Solidity [34] or Vyper [33]. The translation of the high-level language
constructs to the low-level ones makes static estimation of runtime gas bounds
challenging, and is implemented in an ad-hoc way by state-of-the art compilers,
which are only able to give constant gas bounds, or return ∞ otherwise.

1.6.1 CONTROLLING GAS CONSUMPTION WITH PL TECHNIQUES
The programming language research to date has addressed the first challenge by applying a number of techniques to support more accurate gas consumption analysis.
One of the best studies approaches for enforcing non-functional properties such as
resource consumptions is by means of employing sub-structural type systems, allowing to the programmers to declare the desired boundaries on resources consumed
by the program and letting the type checker (as a part of compilation pipeline) to
ensure statically that these boundaries are respected at run-time [46, 93]. As writing
explicit resource boundaries might impose large annotation overhead, thus, slowing
down the contract development, type-based techniques are usually combined with
a static analysis that facilitates the inference of resource boundaries [45]. The recent
approaches combined session types [47] with automated type-based resource inference [28], making the resource consumption to be a part of an interaction protocol
between different contracts and their users.
Gas Analysis in Account/Balance model. The primary goal of estimating the execution cost (in terms of gas) for a transaction involving a smart contract is to predict the amount of digital currency one needs to pay to miners for the transaction
processing. However, as the recent study shows, in an account/balance blockchain
model such costs are typically parametric in the values of the transaction parameters
as well as in the values of certain blockchain components, which might not be known
at the moment when the transaction is broadcast [83]. As a simple example, imagine
a contract, whose execution depends on the value of a block number, in which the
transaction is going to be adopted, or on the value of a state component of another
contract, which will have changed between the moment the transaction is proposed
and the moment it is processed.
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Therefore, contrary to the common perception that the main virtue of a sound
and complete gas analyser for smart contracts is to predict the exact dynamic gas
consumption [61, 92], we believe the main benefit of such an analysis is the possibility
to detect gas inefficiency patterns prior to contract deployment [22]. For instance,
the gas analyser shipped along with Scilla programming language may return the >
result when it fails to infer a polynomial boundary [83]. Assuming the soundness of
the analysis, the > result of our analysis is still informative, as it indicates worse-thanlinear gas consumption, which is usually a design flaw.
Gas Analysis in UTxO model. In comparison with the account/balance model,
gas analysis in the UTxO model is relatively straightforward, and is much more precise, as it is able to provide the exact execution cost. This is due to the fact that in
UTxO each transaction, when proposed, should specify its “predecessor” transactions in the adopted history so far, thus, fixing its input values at that moment. The
obvious downside of such an execution model is the execution bottleneck it poses:
if several transactions that depend on the same output are proposed concurrently, at
most one of them will be adopted. At the same time, the non-determinism of the account/balance model allows all concurrently-proposed non-conflicting transactions
to be committed within the same block.

1.6.2 GAS CONSUMPTION AND COMPILATION
Gas costs need to be stated in terms of a certain operational model and fixed for
each execution unit. In this regard, EVM’s design is the most uncontroversial, as it
puts gas costs on the most primitive commands. However, this complicates the gas
analysis for any of the high-level languages that are compiled to EVM. Not only they
are imprecise, and modification and optimisation in a compiler pipeline might break
those the analysis logic, that will have to be adapted accordingly.
What if the high-level contract language is what’s being deployed on the
blockchain? Such a design decision, adopted, for instance, by Scilla, has made it possible to state the gas boundaries in terms of the operational semantics describing
the evaluation of contracts in terms of the high-level language [83]. This choice can
potentially face a dual threat: the high-level gas boundaries can be invalidated if an
efficient optimising compiler is implemented that significantly reduces the projected
execution costs of certain commands.
That said, even though EVM is a low-level language, it is prone to the similar
potential issue, as it is no longer directly interpreted, but is compiled just-in-time
as a contract is being executed [36], hence the gas costs defined by its specification
might be rendered inadequate. As another recent case study shows, this conjecture
is proven in practice, and the current ill-defined gas costs in Ethereum open it to
certain kinds of denial-of-service attacks [70].
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One of the most promising approaches to balance the discrepancy between the
high-level and the low-level gas consumption is to employ the idea of Typed Assembly Language [65] and type-preserving compilation. Wang’s PhD Thesis [92] explores
this direction and achieves very promising results showing that one can have highlevel resource boundaries to be accurate translated to the boundaries for the lowlevel code. The main disadvantages of the TAL-based resource analysis and compilation are (a) the requirement to have an expressive enough (and usually very hardto-design) type system for the target language and (b) the need to preserve the typing
information across compiler optimisations.

1.7

STANDING RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Before concluding, we provide a list of what we believe are important (and yet unsolved) problems in the programming language design for smart contracts.
Equivalence of account/balance and UTxO models. The choice of language
abstractions and static reasoning mechanisms to the large extent is determined by
the state model of the underlying consensus protocol: UTxO or account/balance.
While the former provides better opportunities for parallel execution and encourages functional programming style, it makes it difficult to implement arbitrary state
and, specifically, encode custom currencies in addition to the native one. That said,
to date it is unclear whether the choice of the underlying execution model impacts
the expressivity of the application layer. In other words, the conjecture of whether
the same set of contract-enabled applications can be encoded on top of both UTxO
and account/balance model.
Equivalence of bank-centric and account-centric models. Move’s approach to
managing assets is different from those of Solidity, Scilla, Obsidian and Flint’s in the
sence that it allocates the resources (i.e., the amounts of custom currencies) with the
accounts they belong to and piggy-backs on the runtime’s mechanism to ensure the
absence of duplication. In contrast, other languages’ approach forces each contract
that introduces a custom notion of a token to provide the functionality that controls
the distribution of the tokens between the users of the contract. Two models, therefore, appear to be complementary: while in account-centric model, the currency
definition is provided the rules only for splitting and joining the funds, while the
virtual machine takes care of enforcing the linearity, in the contract-centric model
all the accounting logic is implemented by the contracts themselves, which play the
roles of independent “banks”. A theoretical question to be answered is whether these
two models are equivalent in terms of expressivity, and also with regard to their desired security properties, and, if so, can one automatically translate digital contracts
implemented in one of those paradigms into another one.
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Adequate accounting of gas costs. We believe that the gas-aware nature of smart
contract programming poses some of the most interesting unsolved challenges in the
PL design and implementation.
The first problem that needs to be solved is addressing the discrepancies between the high-level and low-level languages in terms of the projected gas consumption and the definitions of the gas costs. While we mention some ways to achieve
that in § 1.6.2, they are by no means a final solution. To wit, they cannot account
for the specialised hardware that might be employed by certain miners to decrease
the intrinsic cost of transaction processing, thus, giving then some unfair advantage.
Therefore, the ideal gas costs need to be amortised with regard to multiple ways of
executing the same contract commands.
The other challenge is to extend the gas allocation to other aspects of contractrelated transaction processing. For instance, EVM only charges gas for dynamic contract execution, while Scilla also mandates the miners to type-check the contracts
upon deployment, as well as validate all the messages for the type information. This
imposes additional intrinsic transaction processing costs, which do not fit the gas
model of the smart contract language, yet need to be accounted for the same reasons
the gas price is put on contract executions. In the future, we foresee more validation
checks will need to be added to the mining routine. This is why a principled (nonad-hoc) solution for converting intrinsic execution costs of mining to the extrinsic
gas prices is very much desired.

1.8

CONCLUSION

Peter Landin’s seminal paper The Next 700 Programming Languages [57] stated
the following seminal thesis: “[...] we must systematise [language] design so that a
new language is a point chosen from a well-mapped space, rather than a laboriously devised construction”. This thesis is indeed applicable to the specific family of
programming languages used for implementing digital contracts.
We have surveyed what the essential concepts of smart contract intrinsics:
atomicity, communication, asset management, and resource accounting. We believe
that any language for smart contracts coming in the future will have to provide suitable abstractions for expressing and manipulating those concepts, which serve as a
set of basic blocks for building reliable and trustworthy blockchain applications.
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